
Unearthing Tomorrow's Leaders, Today

GRANAHAN INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT INC.

Since 1985, Granahan Investment Management has addressed the challenges and opportunities unique to small cap
growth investing. The key to our investment success over the last 30+ years is our passion for intensive research on

small companies, and our strict adherence to the investment processes we have created to skillfully navigate the small
cap arena.

Small Cap Specialists Employee Owned Firm History

Methodology & Approach Our People Offerings

SMALL CAP EXPERTS

We have a focus on small cap growth equity investments. It's what we do. Our goal is to uncover the next generation of
disruptive and innovative companies that are creating new markets or shaking up old ones.

https://www.granahan.com/
https://www.granahan.com/approach/
https://www.granahan.com/team/
https://www.granahan.com/products/


100% EMPLOYEE OWNED

Granahan Investment Management is a 100% Employee-Owned Investment Boutique. Every member of the investment
team is a shareholder, aligning our interests with those of our clients.

PEOPLE & EXPERIENCE

Our investment processes have been crafted, honed, and are implemented by our dynamic team of highly experienced
and proven investors.

100% employee-owned shop
25-years average experience

Every portfolio manager is also an analyst
Each team member has core areas of industry expertise

Collaboration and cross-pollination of ideas are embedded in the GIM culture

GIM attracts and retains dedicated employees who are motivated and work as a team for our clients’ goals.

A BRIEF HISTORY

Granahan Investment Management (GIM) was founded in 1985 by investment professionals with a passion for small
capitalization growth equity investing, and the sole purpose of providing high quality small cap portfolios to institutional

investors and wealthy individuals. While the firm has grown and the small cap offerings have expanded, this remains the
mission of GIM today.

The founding partners of the firm nurtured a culture that promotes collaboration and rewards performance. The
investment team members are curious, purposeful investors with a dedication to bottom-up small company research. As

a boutique investment firm, GIM has a close-knit team that works collaboratively while offering a healthy diversity of
opinion.

GIM’s structure, including its lean technology-driven back office, allows us to focus the firm’s resources on the
investment process and superior client service.

INVESTMENT CULTURE

We believe the power of the individual grows exponentially through our process and team dynamics.



CONTACT US
404 Wyman Street, Suite 460, Waltham, MA 02451

Ph: 781-890-4412 
Fax: 781-890-6427

For more information on Granahan Investment Management and our investment products please contact:

Karen Agnew 
Senior Vice President, Sales & Marketing 
kagnew@granahan.com

Steve Sexeny 
Senior Vice President, Business Development 
ssexeny@granahan.com

Lori Azar 
Assistant Vice President, Marketing 
lazar@granahan.com
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